Hale CBP FLEX Pump Performance
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Hale CBP FLEX Pump Performance

- TYPICAL PUMP PERFORMANCE BASED ON STANDARD CONDITIONS AND 9.8 FT (3 m) SUCTION LIFT.
- REFER TO RATING CHART FOR PUMP APPLICATION DATA.

PUMP MODEL  GEAR RATIO
CBP-37F  3.74
CBP-29F  2.91
CBP-26F  2.60
CBP-23F  2.33
CBP-19F  1.90
CBP-16F  1.64
CBP-13F  1.31
CBP-11F  1.14**

INPUT SPEED = IMPELLER SPEED
GEAR RATIO
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CBP-26F  2.60
CBP-23F  2.33
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CBP-13F  1.31
CBP-11F  1.14**
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